A new method concerning solutions of the Kummer system of congruences {K) (modulo an odd prime /) is developed. This method is based on the notion of the Stickelberger ideal. By means of this method a new proof of Pollaczek's and Morishima's assertion on solutions of (K) of orders 3, 6 and 4 mod / is given. It is also shown that in case there is a solution of (K) ^ 0, ±1 (mod /), then for the index of irregularity i(/) of the prime / we have i(/) > [#7/2].
INTRODUCTION
In 1857, Kummer [12] introduced the following system of congruences (in equivalent form) for an odd prime / (K) Byfi-u = 0 (mod /) ( 1 <;<(/ -3)/2),
where B2¡ means the Bernoulli number (B0 = 1, Bx = \, B2 = \, B3 = 0, Ä» = -jo", •••) and <p¡(t) = T,'vl\(-'í)v~lv'~itv (1 </'</-1) the Mirimanof polynomial.
The system (K) will be called the Kummer system of congruences. Kummer showed that if the First Case of Fermat's Last Theorem for the prime / fails and x, y, z are integers not divisible by / with xl +y' + zl -0, then each t e G = {x/y, y/x, x/z, z/x, y/z, z/y} is a solution of (AT). It is easy to see then also the congruence tpi-i(t) = 0 (mod /) is satisfied for each teG.
In 1917, Pollaczek [17] "proved" that if t e G, then t cannot have order 3 or 6 mod /, and in 1931, Morishima [16] "gave a proof of the same for order 4. These "proofs" have not been accepted as correct mathematical proofs but Gunderson [10, 1948] corrected them (for detail see [9] ).
The aim of this paper is not an analysis of these proofs but rather to propose a new proof (actually for any solution of (K)) using a quite different method. This method allows us to extend these results to other orders mod / of a solution for certain upper bounds of the index of irregularity of / ( § §6 and 7).
The basic steps of this method are the following:
( 1 ) The Kummer system (K) of congruences is transferred to a new system (S) depending on the Stickelberger ideal l~ ((1.7) and (1.8)), as in my paper [20, 1982] .
(2) For a solution x of (S) we introduce a matrix D¡(x) which plays the role of the matrix of coefficients of a system of linear equations over the Galois field Z//Z derived from the system (S). The elements of the Stickelberger ideal I' play here the role of solutions of this system (2.2).
(3) We use the formula giving the number of elements of the Stickelberger ideal /"(/) (The Stickelberger ideal /" considered mod/) proved in my paper [22, 1986] This implies r(D¡(r)) < i(l), where r(D¡(x)) means the rank of D¡(x) over the Galois field Z//Z (Theorem 2.3).
(4) The core of this method is to give some bounds for r(D¡(x)) and i(/) leading to a contradiction with the above inequality.
For the index of irregularity i(/) we use a bound (4.9) derived from Carlitz's bound for the first factor of the /th cyclotomic field [4, 1961] . These general indices of irregularity were introduced by Ernvall [8, 1985] , where he also obtained an upper bound for them. For our needs we have had to improve Ernvall's bound, which was done by using the special matrices P and Q in §3 (3.4, Theorem 4.5).
In Pollaczek's other case, x has order 6 mod /, we use the inequality x(Dl)(x)>(l-3)/2-iD(l)-p(l) (5.3) , where p(l) means a special function defined in 4.7 with an upper bound in 4.8.
It seems that the depth of Pollaczek's and Morishima's Theorems consists in the proof of nonvanishing of detP and detß (Theorem 3.3). Here, the theorem \ja=i X(a)a ^ 0 for an odd Dirichlet character x of conductor / is used.
At the conclusion we give a general theorem (7.6) on the existence of a nontrivial solution of the system (S). In this case we get i(/) > [\/T/2].
Note that Eichler [5, 1965] Uehara [25] improved this result a little.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we will use the following notations: Acknowledgment. When discussing the volume of this paper with Andrew Granville he drew my attention to the fact that the polynomials Ylt=l T't2k in the indeterminate x (0 < k < (/ -3)/2) are the Mirimanoff polynomials <Pik+\ (_T) and then he suggested another proof of Theorem 2.3 based on noting that «2 = card{l < j < l-^: (pi-2j(-t) = 0 (mod /)}. I would like to thank him for his advice and also for his patience by the discussion of this article.
Special matrices P and Q
In this section we will assume / > 5 .
3.1. Notation. For 1 < x, y < N put By means of the table of D-irregular pairs [7] we conclude the proof. ... . l-l /log 2 "(/)<* = _<_.
We get from Carlitz's bound for the first factor of the /th cyclotomic field [4, 1961] : Proof. We have / = 1 (mod 6), x2 = x -1 (mod /), t3 = -1 (mod /), t4 = -t (mod /), t5 = 1 -t (mod /) and z6 = 1 (mod /). For t e Z put {1 for t = 0 or t = 1 (mod 6), 0 for t = 2 or t = 5 (mod 6), -1 for t = 3 or t = 4 (mod 6). Proof. Let / = 1 (mod 6) and put for t e Z.
1 for t = 0 or t = 1 (mod 3), £(?) = { I 2 for t = 2 (mod 3).
Since t2 = -(1 + t) (mod /) and t3 = 1 (mod /), we have for an integer Ac, 6. Solutions of (S) with "small" orders 6.1. Let n, k, x be integers, n > 5, Ac > 1, and let order of x mod / equals n . Assume that there exist subsets Xx, ... , Xk , Yi, ... ,Yk of {1,2, ... , N} with the following properties: (a) the sets X¡, Yj form complete sets of residues modulo n (1 < i, j < k), (b) for 2< j <k the following holds: x e Xj, y eYj =*• / < xy < 2/, (c) for 1 < j < i < k we have x e X,■, y e Yj => xy < I, Let Ac > 1. For 0 < t < n -1 put bt = £(fly + Tfl/M)(j; 6 F -Yk, y = t) (mod «)) y ct = ay, dt = ra/(>.), where y eYk, y = t (mod «). According to ( 1 ) we have for each 0 < t < n -1 : (2) ct + bt + dt = 0 (modi). thus we have for each 0 < t < n -1 (3) ct + xbt + x2d, = 0 (mod /).
Congruences (2) and (3) imply ct = xdt(mod I) for each 0 < t < n -1.
Since do = xcq = x2do (mod /), we have Co = do = 0 (mod /).
For I < t < n -I the following holds dt -xcn-t = x2dn-t (mod /) = t3c, = x4dt (mod /), thus ct = dt = 0 (mod /).
It follows ay = 0 (mod /) for each y 6 Xk . Using mathematical induction for Ac we obtain the proposition. Since order of x mod / is greater than 2m, d =á 0 (mod /), hence ay = 0 (mod /) for each 1 < y < m , and we are done. This proposition and Theorem 2.3 imply
